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The Treatment of Thin Wires in the FDTD Method Using a Weighted Residuals Approach

Chris J. Railton, Boon Ping Koh, and Ian J. Craddock

Abstract—In this contribution, the problem of accurately representing thin wires within the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) mesh is addressed by means of a method based on the weighted residual (WR) interpretation of the FDTD algorithm. Results for wire dipoles and wire transmission lines, obtained using the proposed method, are presented and compared to those obtained using existing techniques. It is shown that the proposed method yields results which are more accurate and are less dependent on the choice of cell size than other approaches and, in addition, lends itself well to being extended for more complicated structures. Details of the calculation of the update equations are given.

Index Terms—Dipole antennas, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods, wire antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been described in terms either of the finite difference approximation to the differential form of Ampere’s and Faraday’s laws [1] or, alternatively, to the discrete approximation to the integral forms of these laws [2]. In uniform media, it has been shown that these two descriptions are equivalent and lead to exactly the same update equations. When the problem to be solved contains material boundaries, however, especially if these boundaries do not coincide with the Cartesian coordinate system, these two approximations may be different. The integral form, in general, yields the more accurate results.

A third description has been given, based on the interpretation of FDTD as an instance of the weighted residual (WR) method. In this description, each field point in the mesh is associated with a basis function and a weighting function, each of which has finite support in such a way that neighboring functions do not overlap. Details of this can be found in [3]–[5]. It has also been shown in [6], that if the set of basis functions is chosen to be the same as the set of weighting functions, i.e., Galerkin’s method, a system which is analogous to a passive electrical circuit is obtained. From this it follows that algorithms based on this formulation yield a numerically stable solution, subject only to a Courant condition on the time step. Although the time step must be less than for standard FDTD, it has been found that using a time step 0.7 of this value will give stable results in almost all cases.

In this paper it will be shown how the standard FDTD formulation and the thin wire formalism introduced by Holland, [7] can be expressed in terms of the WR interpretation. Such a re-interpretation gives more insight into the method and also paves the way for extension and modification. Following this, an analysis method for thin wires based choosing appropriate basis and weighting functions in the WR interpretation will be described in detail and results presented for the test cases of a wire dipole and a wire transmission line. It will be demonstrated that the proposed method has similar or superior accuracy to existing techniques and gives more consistent results over a wide range of FDTD cell sizes.

II. WR INTERPRETATION OF STANDARD FDTD

The basic WR interpretation of FDTD is described in [4] and summarized here for completeness.

Consider one of the six update equations in FDTD

$$\frac{\partial E_x}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( \frac{\partial H_y}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial H_z}{\partial z} \right). \quad (1)$$

If each component is expanded in a set of basis functions, for example \{\phi_{i}^{E_x}\}, such that

$$E_x(x, y, z, t) = \sum_i E_{xi}(t) \phi_i^{E_x}(x, y, z) \quad (2)$$

where \(E_{xi}\) are the time dependent amplitudes, (1) can be written as

$$\sum_i \frac{\partial E_{xi}}{\partial t} \phi_i^{E_x} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( \sum_i H_{zi} \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial y} - H_{yi} \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial z} \right). \quad (3)$$

Taking the inner product of (3) with a set of test functions, \{\psi_{i}^{E_x}\} yields

$$\sum_i \frac{\partial E_{xi}}{\partial t} \left\langle \psi_i^{E_x}, \phi_i^{E_x} \right\rangle = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( \sum_i H_{zi} \left\langle \psi_i^{E_x}, \frac{\partial \phi_i^{E_x}}{\partial y} \right\rangle - H_{yi} \left\langle \psi_i^{E_x}, \frac{\partial \phi_i^{E_x}}{\partial z} \right\rangle \right). \quad (4)$$

If the basis and weighting functions are chosen such that

$$\left\langle \psi_i^{E_x}, \phi_j^{E_x} \right\rangle = \begin{cases} C_i^{E_x} & i = j \\ 0 & i \neq j \end{cases} \quad (5)$$
where $C_i^{Ex}$ is a positive constant, the summation on the left hand side can be removed and a fully explicit update equation for $E_x$ is obtained. This can be written concisely as follows:

$$\frac{\partial E_{xt}}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon C_i^{Ex}} \sum_i (H_{zt} g_{Ext, Hz} - H_{yt} g_{Ext, Hy})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where

$$g_{Ext, Hy} = \left\langle \psi_i^{E_x}, \frac{\partial \phi_i^{H_y}}{\partial z} \right\rangle$$

$$g_{Ext, Hz} = \left\langle \psi_i^{E_x}, \frac{\partial \phi_i^{H_z}}{\partial y} \right\rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Each FDTD node has associated with it a value, $C$ and each link between nodes is associated with a value, $g$. These values, which depend only on the choice of basis and weighting functions, are analogous to capacitors and gyrators in an equivalent passive electrical circuit [6]. The other five update equations are dealt with in a similar way.

If all basis and test functions are chosen to be pulse functions centred on the node with which they are associated and occupying a volume equal to that of the cell, the standard FDTD update equations are recovered. However, it is possible to use any basis and test functions and, so long as they have the same finite support as the original pulse functions, the explicit nature of the algorithm is preserved. When dealing with thin wires and other geometrical details, the accuracy of the algorithm can be considerably improved by choosing basis functions which conform to the asymptotic behavior of the fields in the vicinity.

III. THIN WIRE FORMALISMS

Three distinct approaches to the problem of representing thin wires in the FDTD method have been identified as follows:

1) Introduced by Holland [7] in 1981 and later extended by Ledfelt [8], Edelvik [9], and Bérenger [10]. This approach involves the introduction of an extra differential equation which relates the charge and current on the wire to the surrounding electric field.


The second method does not lend itself to a description in terms of a WR interpretation. The first method, although originally formulated from quite different point of view, can benefit from a re-interpretation in terms of WR and such a reformulation will be presented in this paper. The third method is developed completely within the WR point of view and is described in detail in this contribution.

A. Method 1—Auxiliary Differential Equation

This method and its derivatives involve the solution of an extra differential equation which relates the current and charge on the wire to the surrounding tangential electric field. While these methods have been shown to give good results, the formulation lacks rigour, particularly in the definition of the so-called “in cell inductance.” This algorithm can be expressed more rigorously as a WR formulation in the following way.

In [7], it has been shown under the assumption of static conditions and with the wire orientated in the $z$ direction that

$$E_z(r) = \frac{\mu}{2\pi} \ln \left( \frac{r}{\alpha} \right) \left( \frac{\partial I}{\partial t} + c^2 \frac{d\lambda}{dz} \right)$$

where $r$ is the radial distance from the wire, $\alpha$ is the wire radius, $I$ is the current on the wire, $\lambda$ is the charge per unit length and $c$ is the phase velocity. Expanding $E_z$ in a set of basis functions, $\{\psi_i^{E_z}\}$ gives

$$\sum_i E_{zi} \psi_i^{E_z}(r) = \frac{\mu}{2\pi} \ln \left( \frac{r}{\alpha} \right) \left( \frac{\partial I}{\partial t} + c^2 \frac{d\lambda}{dz} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Taking the inner product of both sides with a weighting function $\psi_i^{W}(r)$, gives

$$\sum_i E_{zi} \left\langle \psi_i^{E_z}, \psi_i^{W} \right\rangle = \frac{\mu}{2\pi} \left\langle \ln \left( \frac{r}{\alpha} \right), \psi_i^{W} \right\rangle \left( \frac{\partial I}{\partial t} + c^2 \frac{d\lambda}{dz} \right)$$

or equivalently

$$\frac{\partial I}{\partial t} = \frac{\sum_i E_{zi} \left\langle \psi_i^{E_z}, \psi_i^{W} \right\rangle}{\sum_i E_{zi} \left\langle \psi_i^{W} \right\rangle} - c^2 \frac{d\lambda}{dz}.$$

Following a similar procedure, the update equation for $E_z$ can be written as

$$\sum_i \frac{\partial E_{zi}}{\partial t} \psi_i^{E_z}(r) = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( (\nabla \times H)_z - I \phi_i^{W} \right)$$

where $\phi_i^{W}$ is the assumed current density distribution. Note that, whereas in reality, the current is concentrated at the position of the wire, in the formulation of [7] it is considered to be distributed throughout a cylinder surrounding the wire, the shape of which is defined by the choice of basis function, $\phi_i^{W}(r)$. Taking the inner product with the $E_z$ weighting functions gives

$$\frac{\partial E_{zi}}{\partial t} \left\langle \psi_i^{E_z}, \psi_i^{E_z} \right\rangle = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( (\nabla \times H)_z \psi_i^{E_z} - I \left\langle \phi_i^{W}, \psi_i^{E_z} \right\rangle \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

These two update equations (11) and (13), can be expressed as

$$\frac{\partial I}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{C_i^{W}} \sum_i E_{zi} g_{W} - c^2 \frac{d\lambda}{dz}$$

$$\frac{\partial E_{zi}}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon C_i^{E_z}} \left( (\nabla \times H)_z \psi_i^{E_z} - I g_{W} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)
where, as before, each node has an associated equivalent circuit capacitor \( C \), and each link between nodes has an associated equivalent circuit gyrator \( g \). These are defined by

\[
\begin{align*}
g_{wi} &= \langle \phi^w, \psi^E \rangle \\
C_{Ezi} &= \langle \phi^E, \psi^E \rangle \\
C_w &= \frac{\mu}{2\pi} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right), \psi^w \rangle.
\end{align*}
\]

(16) (17) (18)

Referring to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1, it can be seen that, in addition to the equivalent gyroors and capacitors which would be expected for the standard FDTD, there are four additional gyroors which link each current node on the wire with the four surrounding \( E_z \) nodes. Also, there is an equivalent capacitor associated with this \( I \) node.

Now, suppose all the basis and weighting functions are chosen to be pulse functions centred on their associated nodes and having finite support over a volume equal to the cell volume, but zero on the wire. In that case, update equations in agreement with those presented in [7] are obtained with the in-cell inductance being the same as \( L \) as given in equation (54) in [7]. For this choice of functions the following values for the equivalent circuit components are obtained. \( dx \) and \( dy \) are the lengths of the cell in the \( x \) and \( y \) direction, respectively, and \( \beta_x \) and \( \beta_y \) are the distances of the wire from the origin of the cell

\[
\begin{align*}
g_{w0} &= (dx - \beta_x)(dy - \beta_y) \\
g_{w1} &= (dx - \beta_x)\beta_y \\
g_{w2} &= \beta_x(dy - \beta_y) \\
g_{w3} &= \beta_x \beta_y \\
C_{Ezi} &= dx\,dy \\
C_w &= \frac{\mu}{2\pi} \int_{\frac{dy}{dx}}^{\frac{dx}{dy}} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) \, dx\,dy,
\end{align*}
\]

(19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24)

Comparing (14) with [7, eq. (11)] shows that the in-cell inductance can be identified with \( C_w \) and \( \langle E_z \rangle \) can be identified with \( (1/dx\,dy) \sum E_{zi}g_{zi} \). Thus, using (24), the in-cell inductance can be written as

\[
L = \frac{\mu}{2\pi dx\,dy} \int_{\frac{dy}{dx}}^{\frac{dx}{dy}} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) dx\,dy
\]

(25)

which is in agreement with [7, eq. (36)]. In that paper, it is shown that the integral can be performed analytically leading to [7, eq. (42)].

If the FDTD cells are square, i.e., \( dx = dy \), and the current basis and weighting functions are chosen to be constant over a circular cylinder centred on the wire and having a radius of \( dx/\sqrt{\pi} \), where \( dx \) is the cell size, then the equivalent circuit components become

\[
\begin{align*}
g_{w0} &= A_0 \\
g_{w1} &= A_1 \\
g_{w2} &= A_2 \\
g_{w3} &= A_3 \\
C_{Ezi} &= dx\,dy \\
C_w &= \frac{\mu}{2\pi} \int_{a}^{\frac{dx}{\sqrt{\pi}}} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) dr
\end{align*}
\]

(26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31)

where, \( A_i \) is the area of the overlap between the circle, centred on the wire of radius \( dx/\sqrt{\pi} \), and the rectangle centred on node \( E_{zi} \) and having the same dimensions as the cell. Making the same correspondence between [7, eq. (11)] and (14), it can be seen that the in-cell inductance is given as follows, in agreement with [7, eq. (12)]:

\[
L = \frac{\mu}{2\pi dx\,dy} \int_{\frac{dy}{dx}}^{\frac{dx}{dy}} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) dx\,dy
\]

(32)

B. Method 2—Contour Integration Interpretation

The approach described in [11], and its derivatives, derive modified update equations for some of the field components in the vicinity of the wire by consideration of thestatic field distribution near the wire. It can be shown that this approach is not amenable to a description in terms of the WR interpretation for the following reasons.
In [11], the update equations for the $H$ field nodes immediately next to the wire, and only these nodes, are modified. These are the $H_x$ and $H_y$ nodes shown in Figs. 2–4. Since the update equations of the $E_z$ field nodes are not modified, the only way for this to conform to the WR description would be if the equivalent circuit capacitor associated with the $H_x$ and $H_y$ nodes, $C_{H_x}$ and $C_{H_y}$, was equal to $(1/2) \ln(dx/\alpha)$ and $(1/2) \ln(dy/\alpha)$, respectively, where $\alpha$ is the radius of the wire. Moreover, for consistency, $C_{Ex}$, $C_{Ey}$, and $g_{ExHx}$ would also have to be set to this value. However, this would affect the update of the $E_x$ and $E_y$ nodes from the $H_z$ nodes shown in Fig. 2. This is contrary to the method of [11]. In fact, there is no possible combination of equivalent circuit components which lead to the update equations given in [11].

C. Method 3—Modified Basis Functions

In this approach, as described in [4], the basis functions associated with the nodes in the vicinity of the wire are altered so they conform to the known asymptotic field behavior and boundary conditions. A Galerkin WR approach is then applied. Since the basis and test functions are zero on the wire, it is not necessary to explicitly calculate the current and no extra differential equations are involved.

Consider the case where a thin wire of radius $\alpha$, orientated in the $z$ direction, which passes through the $E_z$ nodes of the FDTD mesh. The asymptotic behavior of the fields are as follows:

$$E_z(r) \propto H_z(r) \propto \ln \left( \frac{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2}}{\alpha} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (33)

$$E_x(x,y) \propto H_y(x,y) \propto \frac{x}{x^2 + y^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (34)

$$E_y(x,y) \propto H_x(x,y) \propto \frac{y}{x^2 + y^2}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (35)

These functions, truncated to give the same support as the original pulse basis functions, can be used as basis functions for the nodes immediately adjacent to the wire. In this work, only uniform wires are treated and, therefore, cylindrical basis functions are used. The wire is considered to be terminated at an $E_z$ node, i.e., on a TM plane as shown in Fig. 3. Future work will generalize this in order to take account of wire ends and corners.
In [4], modified basis functions were used for the circumferential magnetic field components, leading to modified values for $C_{H_y}$, $C_{E_x}$, $C_{E_y}$, $C_{E_z}$, $g_{E_zH_y}$ and $g_{E_zH_x}$. In this contribution, the asymptotic behavior of the other field components in the vicinity of the wire is also considered. This has resulted in improved accuracy, and the absence of nonphysical effects which were reported in [4].

IV. UPDATE EQUATIONS FOR METHOD 3

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the mesh immediately adjacent to a wire, shown by the large circle at the centres of the figures, is shown passing through the $E_z$ nodes. The two planes are separated in the $z$ direction by half the cell size. If all the neighboring nodes are to have their basis functions modified, it is necessary to calculate equivalent capacitors for nodes $E_{z0}$, $E_y$, $H_y$ and $H_z$. In addition it is necessary to calculate the equivalent gyrators for the pairs of nodes $(E_{x0}H_y)$ $(E_zH_y)$ $(E_yH_z)$ $(E_zH_z)$ and $(E_xH_y)$. The remaining equivalent components are obtained from considerations of symmetry. Details of the required calculations are given in the Appendix. In terms of these values, the update equations for the affected nodes are as follows, where $\delta_x$, $\delta_y$, and $\delta_z$ are the cell sizes in the $x$, $y$, and $z$ directions, respectively. $\delta t$ is the time step and the node positions are relative to the position of the center of Fig. 2. It is noted that where the basis functions are unchanged from standard FDTD, the capacitor and gyrator values are unity. In this case they are not included in the update equations given below.

\[
E_{z}^{n+1}\left(0,0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) = E_{z}^{n}\left(0,0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) + \frac{\delta t}{\varepsilon_{\delta z}} \times \left(g_{E_z0H_y}\left(H_y\left(\frac{\delta x}{2},0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) - H_y\left(\frac{\delta x}{2},0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right)\right) - g_{E_z0H_y}\left(H_x\left(0,\frac{\delta y}{2},\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) - H_x\left(0,-\frac{\delta y}{2},\frac{\delta z}{2}\right)\right)\right) (36)
\]

\[
E_{z}^{n+1}\left(\delta x,0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) = E_{z}^{n}\left(\delta x,0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) + \frac{\delta t}{\varepsilon_{\delta x}\delta y}\times \left(\delta x\delta yH_y\left(\frac{\delta x}{2},0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) - g_{E_z0H_y}\left(H_y\left(\frac{\delta x}{2},0,\frac{\delta z}{2}\right)\right) - \delta x\delta z\left(H_x\left(\delta x,\frac{\delta y}{2},\frac{\delta z}{2}\right) - H_x\left(\delta x,\frac{\delta y}{2},\frac{\delta z}{2}\right)\right)\right) (37)
\]
The equations for the remaining nodes follow immediately from symmetry. It would also be possible to use modified basis functions for the nodes further from the wire but this has been found both unnecessary and also problematic when other objects are in the vicinity.

V. RESULTS FOR A WIRE DIPOLE

As an example of the application of this approach, results for the terminal impedance of two different dipoles are calculated. The first dipole has a length of 0.1545 m and a radius of 0.0625 mm, the second dipole has the same length but a radius of 1 mm. In each case, results are calculated using three different meshes. These have cell sizes of 3, 6, and 12 mm, respectively in the transverse directions and cell sizes of 2.575, 5.15, and 5.15 mm, respectively in the axial direction. A delta gap excitation source of unity voltage was used and the terminal impedance was calculated by probing the circumferential H field around the source and using Ampere’s law to calculate the current.

Calculations were performed using standard FDTD, method 1 as described in [7], method 2 as described in [12], and method 3 as presented in this contribution. It was found that the results from [11] were indistinguishable from those obtained using the method of [12] so only the latter are included in the figures.

For comparison, results calculated using a MoM code are also plotted. This is an in-house code which uses piecewise sinusoidal basis and weighting functions and a delta gap source [17]. Five basis functions were used to model the dipole although it was found that this choice was not critical.

Results for a transverse cell size of 3 mm are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the two wire radii respectively, where it can be seen that method 3 gives results which are somewhat closer to those of the MoM reference than those obtained using methods 1 and 2. It can also be seen that the basic FDTD gives results which are not accurate, especially for very thin wires. Fig. 7 gives an enlarged view of the behavior of the predicted results at frequencies near the first resonance of the dipole. Again, it can be seen that the results from this research give better agreement to those obtained using the MoM code.

The values for the capacitors and gyrators used in these examples are given in Table 1. It is noted that, in this case, $g_{E\omega H_y}$ is zero and therefore the value of $C_{E\omega\delta}$ has no effect.

In Figs. 8–11, the results obtained using transverse cell sizes of 3, 6, and 12 mm are plotted for the case of methods 1, 2, and 3 and the basic FDTD method respectively. In each case results for a wire radius of 0.0625 and 1 mm are given. From Fig. 10 it can be seen that the results using Method 3 do not vary very much even if the cell size is changed by a factor of four. The results using methods 1 and 2, while also giving good consistency, do show more variation, especially for the thicker wire and the finer mesh where the wire has a radius of 1/3 the cell size. Finally, as would be expected, basic FDTD gives results which vary enormously with the cell size and are independent of the wire radius.

VI. RESULTS FOR A TWO WIRE TRANSMISSION LINE

As a second example of the use of the thin wire algorithms, the case of a transmission line formed by a wire over a ground plane is considered. This is formally the same as a twin wire
transmission line. This example, which appears less in the literature, has properties which make it susceptible to different types of approximation error than isolated dipoles or loops. In particular, the fields are much less symmetrical in this case and also, different parameters, such as characteristic impedance, are of interest.

Results for the characteristic impedance of a wire 10 mm above a ground plane and with radii varying from 0.05 to 0.5 mm are presented in Fig. 12. The mesh size used was 2 mm in all directions. These values were calculated by taking a snapshot of the fields in the cross-section of the transmission line and calculating the voltage and current on the line from the observed E and H fields.

It can be seen that method 2 [12], and an extended version of this method [14], give results which are, on average, much more accurate than those from basic FDTD, with the enhancement of [14] bringing the result closer to the analytical curve. The results obtained using method 3 are, however, in even better agreement with the analytical results.

The application of method 1 to this type of problem involves a number of issues which need to be considered. For instance there are several possible ways in which the voltage on the line can be obtained from the calculated field and charge density and this in turn leads to different predicted values for the characteristic impedance. The use of auxiliary differential equation methods to transmission line problems is the subject of a separate contribution.


VII. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, the use of the WR interpretation of FDTD for the solution of problems involving thin wires has been examined. Some existing methods have been reformulated using this approach and the use of modified basis functions has been examined in detail. It has been shown that, with the correct choice of basis functions, accurate results can be obtained with a minimal modification to the basic FDTD mesh. It has been shown that this method can provide better accuracy than other treatments of singular fields. In addition, this approach allows the logical and systematic extension to more complicated structures.

APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF THE UPDATE EQUATION PARAMETERS

In [4, eqs. (21)–(25)], the general three-dimensional (3-D) formulae for the calculation of the equivalent circuit capacitors and gyrators are given in cylindrical coordinates. In this work only uniform wires are being addressed and, therefore, the axial variation of the basis functions is constant. Thus, the volume integrals given in [4] may be reduced to 2-D integrals over the surface transverse to the wire as follows.

The equivalent circuit capacitors are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{Ez0} &= \int_{-\frac{a}{2}}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{b}{2}} \ln \left( \frac{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2}}{a} \right)^2 \, dy \, dx \\
&= 4 \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{b}{2}} \ln \left( \frac{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2}}{a} \right)^2 \, dy \, dx.
\end{align*}
\]

This can be evaluated by changing variables and splitting the area of integration into two parts and using a cylindrical coordinate system with \( r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \) and \( \theta = \tan^{-1}(y/x) \)

\[
C_{Ez0} = 4 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{dx} \right) \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^2 r \, dr \, d\theta \right).
\]

This can be simplified by making use of the fact that

\[
\int \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^2 r \, dr = \frac{r^2}{2} \left( \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) - \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} + \frac{1}{2} \right) \right).
\]

In a similar manner, the other equivalent capacitors are given by

\[
C_{Hz} = 2 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{dx} \right) \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^2 r \, dr \, d\theta \right)
\]

\[
C_{Hy} = 2 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{dx} \right) \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \left( \cos(\theta) \right) \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^2 r \, dr \, d\theta \right)
\]

Here again the integral over \( r \) has a simple analytic form

\[
\int \left( \frac{\cos(\theta)}{r} \right)^2 r \, dr = \cos^2(\theta) \ln(r).
\]

The equivalent circuit gyrators are given as follows:

\[
ge_{Hzx} = 2 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{dx} \right) \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \left( \frac{\cos(\theta)}{r} \right)^2 r \, dr \, d\theta \right)
\]

\[
ge_{Hz} = 2 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{dx} \right) \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \left( \frac{\cos(\theta)}{r} \right)^2 r \, dr \, d\theta \right)
\]

\[
ge_{Hy} = 2 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{dx} \right) \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \left( \frac{\cos(\theta)}{r} \right)^2 r \, dr \, d\theta \right)
\]

These formulae for the calculation of the equivalent circuit capacitors and gyrators are given in cylindrical coordinates. In this work only uniform wires are being addressed and, therefore, the axial variation of the basis functions is constant. Thus, the volume integrals given in [4] may be reduced to 2-D integrals over the surface transverse to the wire as follows.

The equivalent circuit capacitors are given by

\[
C_{Ez0} = 4 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{dx} \right) \int_{0}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_{0}^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^2 r \, dr \, d\theta \right).
\]
\[ gE_0H_y = 2 \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{2a} \right) \cos(\theta) \right) \frac{2 \cos(\theta)}{r} dr d\theta \]

\[ + \int_0^\pi \frac{\tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dy}{2a} \right) \cos(\theta)}{r} dr d\theta \]

\[ - \int_0^\pi \ln \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{a} + \sqrt{\left( \frac{dy}{2a} \right)^2 + y^2} \right) \right) dy \]  

\[ gE_xH_z = \left( \int_0^\pi \frac{\cos(\theta)}{r} dr d\theta \right) \left( \frac{\tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dx}{2a} \right) \cos(\theta)}{r} \right) \frac{2 \cos(\theta)}{r} dr d\theta \]

\[ + \int_0^\pi \frac{\tan^{-1} \left( \frac{dx}{2a} \right) \cos(\theta)}{r} dr d\theta \]

\[ + \int_0^\pi \ln \left( \frac{x}{a} \right) dx \]  

(52)

(53)

(54)
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